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Comments: The whole planet is getting destroyed because of human procreating activity.  We are now at 8 billion

humans and those are the ones accounted for or documented.  That is a lot of human procreating activity.  That

is just the birthing process alone of humans.  I can assure you humans are not holding hands at 8 billion.  The

human population has been rising at an alarming rate rapidly over decades compliments of human rights giving

trillions of free international aid money (annually) to other countries for fives decades or more (as far as I know)

such as China and Asian countries etc and in return the Asian population alone now makes up about 60% of

human population from my understanding compliments of the trillions of free international aid money.   If the

human race keeps procreating, birthing, more billions, we will have one dead planet earth.

 

Animal species have been wiped out into starvation and extinction now for decades.  These animal species do

not have rolls of fat tucked, squeezed under their binders, girdles, like the evolution of the human race with

obesity.  The animal kingdom does not have rolls of fat tucked under their binders to last them until they find the

next meal to survive like the human race has evolved to look like (morbid obesity with rolls of fat strapped under

binders).  

 

All these beautiful animal species starve to death and have starved to death for decades now from polar bears,

bears, eagles, all animal species with all the destruction of the land, waters and their food source gone and for

what so the human race can sit there and keep procreating more billions.  Mother nature seems to have had

enough of this human race procreating activity.

 


